ELDERS "STATE OF THE CHURCH" EMAIL
On Thursday (Feb. 18th) the elders sent out a "state of the church" West Weekly email as an annual update.
While much of this information won't come as a surprise to you, it may be good to review it all in once place
to stay up to speed on what's happening in the church. You can read it in the West Weekly, or see the PDF
file in the digital liturgy.
IN-PERSON + ZOOM SERVICES
Last Sunday we had our first in-person worship service in 2021, along with a simultaneous Zoom call
streaming the live service. We are making small tweaks based on feedback we've collected, and want to
encourage you that this mode of worship is only for a short time. We all look forward to the day when we can
gather with no safety restrictions.
Live services will continue each Sunday at Clermont Christian Church (9204 Crawfordsville Rd, Clermont, IN
46234, in the sanctuary) at 5 P.M., with a video stream to Zoom (link in West Weekly email) for those wanting
to participate from home. This will allow us all to experience the same gathering each week. We hope this will
foster a more unified spirit during a season when it’s hard to feel unified since we’ve been together so little,
yet it’s tremendously imperative we stay unified. Some of our staff and elders will be at both the live gathering
and Zoom gathering, and we encourage you to commit to one of the two options you feel most comfortable
with.
If you plan to join us for the live gathering Sunday, please revisit our guidelines in the West Weekly. While we
all dislike the inconveniences of safety precautions, we want to make sure and create a safe and hospitable
environment for as many people as possible. This is a wonderful opportunity to lay down our personal
preference for the sake of love and unity.
DAILY PRAYER EACH WEEKDAY
Many of you have joined the daily prayer times over the past year or so. We will be continuing daily prayer in
2021! For this season, we will meet each day at 4:30pm for some stillness, prayer, and meditating on
Philippians. You can join the call at this link each day:
https://bit.ly/2MlKdNH (Passcode: 881809)

